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ABSTRACT
A method and system for transmitting Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) control information in a multicarrier aggregation system are disclosed in embodiments of the disclosure. The method includes that: when an MBMS needs to be sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including Component Carrier (CC) and a non-MBMS-including CC, and sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC. The method further includes that: the network side sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC. With technical solutions provided by the embodiments of the disclosure, a UE operating or residing in a non-MBMS-including CC can find out timely and accurately the initiation of a session for a UE-interested MBMS in an MBMS-including CC, so as to avoid premature blind gathering of UEs in the MBMS-including CC, thus effectively decreasing duration of impact on uplink random access by the MBMS-including CC.
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When an MBMS is sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including CC and a non-MBMS-including CC, sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, and sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

After the related control information is received by a UE, the UE determines, according to the related control information, whether to receive the MBMS.
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Fig. 1

When an MBMS is sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including CC and a non-MBMS-including CC, sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, and sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

After the related control information is received by a UE, the UE determines, according to the related control information, whether to receive the MBMS.

Fig. 2

Network side → UE
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING MBMS CONTROL INFORMATION IN MULTICARRIER AGGREGATION SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to technology for transmitting a Multimedia Broadcast Multiservice (MBMS) in a multicarrier aggregation system, and in particular to a method and system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system.

BACKGROUND

Along with the rapid development of Internet technology and the popularity of large-screen multi-function mobile phones, a large number of mobile data multimedia services and a variety of high-bandwidth multimedia services appear, such as video conferences, television broadcasting, videos on demand, video advertisements, online education and interactive games. This not only meets increasing service requirements of mobile subscribers, but also brings new service growth points to mobile operators. These mobile data multimedia services require that some data may be received simultaneously by multiple subscribers. Therefore, compared with ordinary data services, these mobile data multimedia services are characterised by larger data volumes, long durations and sensitivity to time delays. In order to utilize mobile network resources effectively, a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) proposes an MBMS which is a technique for transmitting data from one data source to multiple targets, and thereby implementing network resource sharing as well as increasing the utilization rate of network resources, especially the utilization rate of radio interface resources. Here, the network includes a core network and an access network. The MBMS defined by the 3GPP not only can multicast and broadcast a plain-text low-speed type of messages, but also can multicast and broadcast high-speed multimedia services, providing multiple rich video, audio and multimedia services. This undoubtedly meets a trend of future development of mobile data, and provides better service prospects to development of 3rd Generation (3G) mobile communications.

In a Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) system, multicarrier aggregation technology is introduced. The multicarrier aggregation technology refers to that: one geographic location is covered by multiple carriers with different frequencies, wherein these carrier frequencies can be either continuous or discrete; and a network side sends data to one User Equipment (UE) simultaneously using two or more carriers, and the UE receives the data on the two or more carriers. At present, the multicarrier aggregation technology stipulated in a protocol includes that:

- each UE supports aggregation of at least two Component Carriers (CCs);
- a network side allocates the CCs to the UE, and indicates which CC is a Primary Cell (Pcell) of the UE and which CCs is/are Secondary Cell (Seccell) of the UE;
- a UE in an idle state resides in its own Pcell;
- the Pcell is always in an activated state;
- the network side can close (namely, deactivate) and open (namely, activate) an Scell of the UE;
- the UE does not receive a message in a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) in a closed Scell;
- the UE does not receive a message in a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) in a closed Scell;
- the UE does not measure a Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) of a downlink carrier in a closed Scell;
- an initial default state of an Scell is “deactivated”;
- the UE receives a Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) message and a Paging message only in the Pcell; and
- the UE does not search a public search area of the PDCCH in an Scell.

It can be seen from the above description that, in existing multicarrier aggregation technology, an MBMS is sent using only one CC, mainly to simplify standardized work load and accelerate a standard progress. However, this will lead to premature blind gathering of UEs in an MBMS-including CC, and to increased duration of impact on uplink random access by the MBMS-including CC, thus causing degradation of system performance. For example, assume that there are three CCs, denoted as a CC 1, a CC 2 and a CC 3 respectively, in a multicarrier aggregation system, and an MBMS is provided only in the CC 1. A problem caused by sending the MBMS only in one CC in the multicarrier aggregation system is analyzed below.

A UE accesses the multicarrier aggregation system by randomly selecting a certain CC. Therefore, in theory, the chance of access of the UE by each CC is equal and there are a mean number of UEs accessing by each CC. A network side may learn information on a UE in a Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection state in real time. For example, the network side may learn the CC in which the UE is located. Therefore, the network side can schedule a UE in the RRC connection state to operate in a certain CC as needed, so as to balance the load in each CC. However, as the network side is not able to learn the CC in which a UE in an idle state is located, the network side cannot schedule a UE into a certain CC. In other words, the UE may not learn in time whether an MBMS currently being transmitted in the MBMS-including CC is an MBMS the UE is interested in. And when the UE receives a notification and gathers to the MBMS-including CC, the UE finds that the MBMS currently being transmitted in the MBMS-including CC is not an MBMS the UE is interested in, leading to the phenomenon of premature gathering of UEs in the MBMS-including CC, which potentially increases duration of impact on uplink random access by the MBMS-including CC. Namely, a probability of a conflict in uplink random access is increased. In addition, in related art, a UE operating or residing in the CC 2 or the CC 3 is not able to learn accurately and timely that the MBMS the UE is interested in has begun to be sent in the CC 1, so that the UE cannot operate or reside in the CC 1 in time to begin to receive the MBMS the UE is interested in.

SUMMARY

In view of this, embodiments of the disclosure are intended to provide a method and system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system, capable of enabling a UE operating or residing in a non-MBMS-including CC to find out timely and accurately the initiation of a session for a UE-interested MBMS in an MBMS-including CC.

To this end, a technical solution of an embodiment of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

A method for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system is provided by an embodiment of the disclosure, which includes: when an MBMS is sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including Component Carrier (CC) and a non-MBMS-in-
including CC, and sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in an MBMS-including CC. The method further includes:

the network side sends in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

In the aforementioned solution, when the related control information is sent, the method may further include:

the network side sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, the related control information at a time which is no later than a time when the network side sends, in the MBMS-including CC, the service control information.

In the aforementioned solution, the related control information may include Multicast Control Channel (MCC) information; and

the related control information may be sent at the same time when the service control information is sent.

In the aforementioned solution, the related control information may further include Multicast Channel Scheduling Information (MCSI).

In the aforementioned solution, the related control information may include: session information of an MBMS that is about to begin, and/or session information of an MBMS that just begins; and

a period for modifying the related control information may be the same as a period for modifying the service control information.

In the aforementioned solution, when the related control information is sent, the method may further include:

the network side adds an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

In the aforementioned solution, the method may further include:

a User Equipment (UE) determines, according to the related control information received by the UE, whether to receive the MBMS.

In the aforementioned solution, the network side may be a Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE), or a base station, or a relay station.

A system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system is provided by an embodiment of the disclosure, which includes: a network side configured to: when an MBMS needs to be sent, determine an MBMS-including Component Carrier (CC) and a non-MBMS-including CC, and send service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, wherein

the network side is further configured to: when an MBMS is sent, send, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

In the aforementioned solution, a time when the related control information is sent may be no later than a time when the service control information is sent in the MBMS-including CC.

In the aforementioned solution, the network side may be further configured to: when the related control information is sent, add an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

In the aforementioned solution, the system may further include: a UE configured to determine according to the related control information received by the UE whether to receive the MBMS.

With a method and system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system provided by

the embodiments of the disclosure, when an MBMS is sent, a network side sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in an MBMS-including CC, and sends, in a non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC. After the related control information is received by a UE, the UE determines according to the related control information whether to receive the MBMS. Thus, a UE operating or residing in a non-MBMS-including CC is allowed to find out timely and accurately the initiation of a session for a UE-interested MBMS in an MBMS-including CC, such that premature blind gathering of UEs operating or residing in a non-MBMS-including CC in the MBMS-including CC can be prevented, thereby effectively decreasing duration of impact on uplink random access by the MBMS-including CC, namely, effectively reducing a probability of a conflict in uplink random access and improving system performance.

In addition, the related control information may be session information of an MBMS that is about to begin, and/or session information of an MBMS that just begins, so as to reduce a signalling overhead and further improve the system performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to embodiments of the disclosure, when an MBMS needs to be sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including CC and a non-MBMS-including CC; when the network side sends the MBMS, the network side sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, and the network side sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC instead of the service data; further, an identifier can be added in a corresponding CC to indicate whether only the related control information, but not the service data, of the MBMS is transmitted on the corresponding CC.

The disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments.

A method for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 1, includes the following steps.

Step 101: When an MBMS is sent, a network side determines an MBMS-including CC and a non-MBMS-including CC, sends service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, and sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

Here, the MBMS refers to data in a Multicast Traffic Channel (MTC) mapped onto, and transmitted in, a Physical Multicast Channel (PMCH), the MBMS includes service control information and service data, and the service control information includes MCC information and MCSI.

The non-MBMS-including CC refers to a CC on which data service of an MBMS are not sent.
The related control information is used to indicate whether an MBMS the UE is interested in starts to be sent. The related control information may include the MCCCH information. Further, the related control information may include the MSI, wherein the MSI is used to indicate a specific subframe in which each service is sent.

Specifically, in an actual application, given that in a multicarrier system, rigorous downlink synchronization of all CCs of the same base station or cell generally can be implemented easily, in which case, the related control information may be the same as the service control information sent in the MBMS-including CC, and the related control information may be sent at the same time when the service control information is sent, namely, the related control information and the service control information may have the same sending period, the same modifying period, the same frame offset, the same subframe number, the same Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and the like, wherein the service control information includes MCCH information and MSI. Likewise, the related control information includes the MCCCH information and the MSI. In this case, the related control information may also be the same as the MCCH information of the service control information sent in the MBMS-including CC, and the related control information is sent at the same time when the service control information is sent. In this case, the related control information includes the MCCH information.

In an actual application, the related control information may also be session information of an MBMS that is about to begin and/or session information of an MBMS that just begins, so as to reduce content of the related control information sent in a non-MBMS-including CC, and therefore reduce a signalling overhead. Further, the period for modifying the related control information sent is the same as a period for modifying the service control information sent. Therefore, the MBMS that is about to begin refers to an MBMS of which the network side has configured MCCH change notification information; as the service control information of the MBMS is sent and configured a long time in advance (at least one MCCH modifying period in advance), the MBMS that is configured with the MCCH change notification information is referred to as the MBMS that is about to begin, and the session information of the MBMS that is about to begin may specifically be the MCCH change notification information. The session information of an MBMS that just begins refers to a session of an MBMS started by the network side shortly, for example, several MCCH modifying periods. In other words, the session information of an MBMS that just begins refers to session information of an MBMS that just started. Here, the duration for sending the session information of an MBMS that is about to begin and/or the session information of an MBMS that just begins can be set as needed, for example, as five MCCH modifying periods.

In order to ensure that a UE operating or residing in a non-MBMS-including CC can have enough time to adjust itself to receive in an MBMS-including CC an MBMS the UE is interested in after the related control information is received by the UE, the method may further include that: the network side sends, in the non-MBMS-including CC, the related control information at a time which is no later than a time when the network side sends, in the MBMS-including CC, the service control information.

When the related control information is sent, the method may further include that: the network side adds an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

The network side may specifically be a Multi-cell/multi-modal Coordination Entity (MCE), or a base station, or a relay station.

Step 102: After the related control information is received by the UE, the UE determines, according to the related control information, whether to receive the MBMS.

Specifically, the UE can determine, according to the related control information, whether the MBMS is an MBMS the UE is interested in. When it is determined that the MBMS is an MBMS the UE is interested in, the UE adjusts itself to receive the MBMS in a CC including the MBMS. When it is determined that the MBMS is not an MBMS the UE is interested in, the UE takes no action. Wherein, a specific processing process that UE determines whether the MBMS is an MBMS the UE is interested in, as well as a specific processing process that a UE adjusts itself to receive the MBMS in a CC including the MBMS, are prior art, which are not repeated here.

The disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to specific embodiments.

Specific Embodiment 1:

An application scene of the embodiment is that: there are three CCs denoted respectively as a CC 1, a CC 2 and a CC 3 in a multicarrier aggregation system. Only the CC 1 is selected as the CC on which an MBMS including service data and service control information is transmitted, and no service data of the MBMS is transmitted on the CC 2 and the CC 3. Here, the service control information includes MCCH information and MSI.

With the method of the embodiment of the disclosure, a network side transmits service control information and MBMS data of an MBMS in the CC 1; and instead of sending the MBMS data, the network side sends, in the CC 2 and the CC 3, just related control information of the MBMS in the CC 1. Here, the related control information includes MCCH information and MSI. Thus, a UE operating or residing in the CC 1 can receive normally an MBMS the UE is interested in according to the related control information received. Likewise, a UE operating or residing in the CC 2 or the CC 3 gathers in the CC 1 according to the related control information received, and can thus receive an MBMS the UE is interested in accurately and timely.

The network side processes the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 as follows, so as to achieve optimal effect.

The related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 is identical with the service control information sent in the CC 1, namely, both the related control information and the service control information include the MCCH information and the MSI with the same content and position. Furthermore, the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 is strictly synchronized with the service control information sent in the CC 1, namely, having the same sending period, the same modifying period, the same frame offset, the same subframe number, the same MCS and the like. In other words, the same configuration is used for sending the related control information in the CC 2 and the CC 3 and for sending the service control information in the CC 1. Therefore, the network side does not need to perform configuration related to the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3, and can directly use the configuration for sending the service control information in the CC 1, thus simplifying implementation of the network side.

Meanwhile, in order to ensure the timeliness of the related information, the network side sends, in the CC 2 and the CC 3, the related control information at a time no later than a time when the service control information is sent in the CC 1, so as
to leave a certain period of time for a UE to receive in the CC 1 an MBMS the UE is interested in. In the embodiment, as the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 is identical with the service control information sent in the CC 1, the time spent sending the related control information in the CC 2 and the CC 3 by the network side is identical with the time spent sending the service control information in the CC 1.

In addition, the network side needs to add an identifier in each CC to indicate whether the CC includes an MBMS including service data and service control information or the CC includes only the related control information of the MBMS. The identifier may be designed flexibly as needed, as long as the identifier can indicate what a CC serves for, with flexible specific design of the identifier serving for the same purpose, namely, indicating that the CC includes an MBMS including service data and service control information or includes only the related control information of the MBMS. This is implemented in the embodiment by adding an indicator in BCCH information in each CC. Specifically, the indicator is added in the BCCH information in a CC including an MBMS including service data and service control information, so as to indicate that the CC is a CC including an MBMS including service data and service control information, whereas no indicator is added in BCCH information in other CCs including no MBMS including service data and service control information. Namely, an indicator is added in the BCCH information in the CC 1, and no indicator is added in the BCCH information in the CC 2 and the CC 3.

Specific Embodiment 2:

An application scene of the embodiment is that: there are three CCs denoted respectively as a CC 1, a CC 2 and a CC 3 in a multichannel aggregation system. Only the CC 1 is selected as the CC on which an MBMS including service data and service control information is transmitted, and no service data of the MBMS is transmitted on the CC 2 and the CC 3. Here, the service control information includes MCCH information and MSI.

With the method of the embodiment of the disclosure, a network side transmits service control information and MBMS data of an MBMS in the CC 1; and instead of sending the MBMS data, the network side sends, in the CC 2 and the CC 3, only related control information of the MBMS in the CC 1. Here, the related control information is MCCH information. Thus, a UE operating or residing in the CC 1 can receive normally an MBMS the UE is interested in according to the related control information received. Likewise, a UE operating or residing in the CC 2 or the CC 3 gathers in the CC 1 according to the related control information received, and can thus receive accurately and timely an MBMS the UE is interested in.

The network side processes the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 as follows, so as to achieve optimal effect.

The related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC 3 is session information of an MBMS that is about to begin, so as to decrease content of the related control information sent in the CC 2 and the CC, and thus reduce a signalling overhead.

The network side sends, in the CC 2 and the CC 3, the related control information at a time that is earlier than a time when the service control information is sent in the CC 1 by an unlimited amount of time, which can be determined according to the time point of the service control information configured by the network side. Before the related control information is sent, a sending period, a frame offset and a subframe number of the respective related control information need to be configured in advance on the CC 2 and the CC 3 to implement sending of the related control information. However, a period for modifying the related control information configured in the CC 2 and the CC 3 must be synchronized with a period for modifying the service control information configured in the CC 1. Namely, the period for modifying the related control information sent is the same as the period for modifying the service control information sent. The related control information sent by the network side in the CC 2 and the CC 3 may last for only several MCCH modifying periods. Here, the number of MCCH modifying periods for which the related control information sent lasts can be set as needed. For example, the related control information sending may last five MCCH modifying periods. Wherein, the reason that the related control information sent by the network side in the CC 2 and the CC 3 lasts for only several MCCH modifying periods is that: when the related control information sending lasts too long a duration, the information is no longer session
information of an MBMS that is about to begin or session information of an MBMS that just begins.

The network side sends, in the CC 2 and the CC 3, the related control information at a time that is earlier than a time when the service control information is sent in the CC 1 by an unlimited amount of time, which can be determined according to the time point of the service control information configured by the network side. Before the related control information is sent, a sending period, a frame offset and a subframe number of the respective related control information need to be configured in advance on the CC 2 and the CC 3 to implement sending of the related control information. However, a period for modifying the related control information configured in the CC 2 and the CC 3 must be synchronized with a period for modifying the service control information configured in the CC 1. Namely, the period for modifying the related control information sent is the same as the period for modifying the service control information sent.

The network side adds in the CC 1 an identifier indicating that the CC 1 includes an MBMS, and the network side adds no such identifier in the CC 2 or the CC 3. Alternatively, the network side adds an identifier respectively in CC 2 and CC 3 to indicate that the CC 2 and the CC 3 include no MBMS but just the related control information, and the network side adds no such identifier in the CC 1.

In order to implement the aforementioned method, an embodiment of the disclosure further provides a system for transmitting MBMS control information in a multicarrier aggregation system. As shown in FIG. 2, the system includes a network side 21 configured to: when an MBMS is sent by the network side 21, send, in a non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in an MBMS-including CC.

When the related control information is sent by the network side 21, the network side 21 is further configured to: determine an MBMS-including CC and a non-MBMS-including CC, and send service control information and service data of an MBMS in the MBMS-including CC.

When the related control information is sent, the network side 21 is further configured to add an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

The system may further include a UE 22 configured to, after the related control information is received by the UE 22, determine according to the related control information whether to receive the MBMS.

Here, the network side may specifically be an MCE, or a base station, or a relay station.

Specific processing processes of the network side and the UE in the system according to an embodiment of the disclosure have been described hereinbefore, which are not repeated.

The above are only some embodiments of the disclosure, which are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for transmitting Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) control information in a multicarrier aggregation system, comprising: when an MBMS is sent, determining, by a network side, an MBMS-including Component Carrier (CC) and a non-MBMS-including CC, and sending service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC; wherein the method further comprising:

   - sending, by the network side, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, wherein the related control information is used for indicating whether an MBMS a User Equipment (UE) is interested in starts to be sent; and
   - the method further comprising: when the service control information and the service data are sent, adding, by the network side, an identifier in the MBMS-including CC to indicate that the service control information and the service data are transmitted on the MBMS-including CC.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: when the related control information is sent, adding, by the network side, in the non-MBMS-including CC, the related control information at a time which is no later than a time when the network side sends, in the CC including an MBMS, the service control information.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the related control information comprises Multicast Control Channel (MCCH) information; and the related control information is sent at the same time when the service control information is sent.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the related control information further comprises Multicast Channel Scheduling Information (MSI).

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the related control information comprises: session information of an MBMS that is about to begin, and/or session information of an MBMS that just begins; and a period for modifying the related control information is the same as a period for modifying the service control information.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: when the related control information is sent, adding, by the network side, an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: determining, by a User Equipment (UE), according to the related control information received by the UE, whether to receive the MBMS.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the network side is a Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE), or a base station, or a relay station.

9. A system for transmitting Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) control information in a multicarrier aggregation system, comprising: a network side and a user equipment (UE), wherein the network side is configured to: when an MBMS needs to be sent, determine an MBMS-including Component Carrier (CC) and a non-MBMS-including CC, and send service control information and service data of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, wherein the network side is further configured to: when an MBMS is sent, send, in the non-MBMS-including CC, related control information of the MBMS in the MBMS-including CC, wherein the related control information is used for indicating whether an MBMS a User Equipment (UE) is interested in starts to be sent; and

the network side is further configured to: when the service control information and the service data are sent, add an identifier in the MBMS-including CC to indicate that the service control information and the service data are transmitted on the MBMS-including CC.
The system according to claim 9, wherein a time when the related control information is sent is no later than a time when the service control information is sent in the MBMS-including CC.

The system according to claim 9, wherein the related control information comprises Multicast Control Channel (MCCH) information; and the related control information is sent at the same time when the service control information is sent.

The system according to claim 11, wherein the related control information further comprises Multicast Channel Scheduling Information (MSI).

The system according to claim 10, wherein the related control information comprises: session information of an MBMS that is about to begin, and/or session information of an MBMS that just begins; and a period for modifying the related control information is the same as a period for modifying the service control information.

The system according to claim 9, wherein the network side is further configured so when the related control information is sent, add an identifier in the non-MBMS-including CC to indicate that only the related control information of the MBMS is transmitted on the non-MBMS-including CC.

The system according to claim 9, wherein the UE is configured to determine, according to the related control information received by the UE, whether to receive the MBMS.

The system according to claim 9, wherein the network side is a Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE), or a base station, or a relay station.

* * * * *